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Knowledge Management

Knowledge Management is the answer to rising requirements when 
dealing with the increasing knowledge- and information glut in the world 
of business (Wikipedia).

Knowledge Management  in detail is a summing  up of all management 
practices aiming to develop and to deploy knowledge in organisations in 
order to achieve the organisation‘s aims at the best (Wikipedia).
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Knowledge Management: why?

Business needs:
– Performance

– Competitiveness

Lessons recently learned from the Internet:
– Access to vast amount of information

– Full text searching capabilities

– Rapid access almost independent from location of information provider / 
retriever

Lessons learned from other techniques:
– e.g. semantic nets, workflow systems, Internet portals



Knowledge Management: what is it good for?

Knowledge management is to facilitate and support business processes

Knowledge management (including information management) supports
the handling of the increasing mass of information and data- and 
knowledge

– Knowledge management is no substitute for genuine thinking and real 
analysis of problems.

– Knowledge is neither inherently new nor old, nor good or bad. What one 
has invented, another may discover and still others revise.

– Business knowledge is not scientific knowledge. So don’t expect to get ever 
lasting truths from knowledge management- it emerged from business.
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Knowledge Management

Helps to deal with the ever increasing amount of information and data

Gives versatile tools for structuring these information and data

Changes the ways of communication and interaction between humans



Knowledge Management

What is considered here
– Existing KM tools and procedures

– New developments emerging from new techniques / new communication 
channels

… and what is not (or mentioned only ):
– Human resource management

– Training 

– Management reporting



The Knowledge Management Cycle  (Probst 1996)
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Beware …
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Tools for Knowledge Management

Procedures for identifying imminent knowledge gaps with leaving experts 
– E.g. TVA taxonomy

Procedures for capturing knowldege
– Interviews

– Mentoring

DP Tools for capturing and codifying knowldege
– AI (Artificial Intelligence) Systems

Expert Systems

Neural Nets

Fuzzy Logic systems

Genetic Algorithms
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Tools for Knowledge Management (continued)

Web collaborative DP tools (Sharepoint, Sametime, Groove)

DP Tools for sharing and leveraging acquired knowledge
– customer relations management, enterprise resource planning, sales force 

automation, document management, data warehousing 

DP Tools for creating knowledge
– Authoring Tools

– E-Learning Tools

– CAD Systems
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Recent  DP Tools for Knowledge Management

Portals and collaborative platforms

Process modelling tools (workflow)

Wikis, blogs

Bookmarking services

Semantic tools
– Taxonomies

– Thesauri

– Topic Maps

– Ontologies
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Embedding of DP Tools

When used, the DP KM tools must be embedded carefully in an 
organisation‘s structure.

Don‘t forget legal aspects (whenever applicable): 
– An obligation to preserve records (e.g. emails)

– An obligation to access records within a specified time period



The DP KM Tools ‘Currency‘: 

Document structures (e.g. portals, repositories, office systems)
consisting of  office documents, audio files, video clips as base items

Non-document structures (e.g. Wikis, Blogs, Discussion boards, on-the-
fly-assembled data from repositories, yellow pages) consisting of 
various (non-document) base items

Integrated structures (e.g. workflows, ontologies) consisting of various 
(document and non-document) base items
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The Three Ways to Access a Document Corpus
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Access by Location

Local: desktop with hierarchical directory structure

Enterprise / organisation: fileserver with hierarchical directory structure

www: bookmarking, link lists, net representations



Two Kinds of Networks in KM

Semantic networks (e.g. ontologies); presently mostly focusing on 
relations without time sequences (no cause-consequence relations)

Networks based on cause-consequence relations (timed networks e.g. 
workflows, run-down diagrams)
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Ontology

In philosophy, ontology is the study of being or existence and forms the 
basic subject matter of metaphysics

The notion has been adopted from IT workers to characterize what
exists and is represented for computers

Ontology is a model of knowledge

Ontology is the specification of a conceptualization

An ontology is recordable by use of a ‘representation language’

It is a semantic structure- no randomness, no statistics

Although different in notation, ontologies in their most formal 
characteristics are equivalent to Turing Machines (see e.g. Marko A. Rodriguez 
and Johan Bollen, Modeling Computations in a Semantic Network, Digital Library Research and 
Prototyping Team, Los Alamos National Laboratory,Los Alamos 2007)
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Ontologies- what is it Good for

Ontologies enable better access to information for humans

Ontologies enable more extensive processing and information exchange 
for machines

Ontologies-
– Enhance searching

– Enable thematic navigation
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Semantic Methods
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Semantic Activities

The Dublin Core Metadata Scheme http://dublincore.org

RDF (Resource Description Framework) http://www.w3c.org

The Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) 
http://logic.stanford.edu/kif/kif.html

OWL (one world language for ontologies) and SPARQL 
(Sparql Query Language) http://www.w3c.org



Knowledge Technologies (see http://www.topquadrant.com/)
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Ontology Standards
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The two Worlds of Knowledge Management

Formal concepts, frame works and modelling to promote machine / 
network reasoning

– Procedural approaches

Informal / partly formal KM for humans, with machine / network support
– Value added by statistical means: context identification, keywords extraction
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Relations
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‘Blowing up Dictionaries‘

Enhancing dictionaries by relation type ‘sub type of super type‘ in a strict 
hierarchy:

=> Taxonomy

Enhancing taxonomies by free relations and meshing (i.e. expanding the 
hierarchy concept):

=> Ontology

Semantic net paradigm: structure is independent of content
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Example of a Hierarchy: a Taxonomy
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Instances and Inheritance

an instance inherits the attributes of its predecessing concept
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Ontology Standard Relations

Ontologies can easily be enhanced by further relations

SoS/ IR type subtrees: concepts/ instances inherit attributes

of roots

PoW IR

SoS PR



Transitivity of PoW Relations
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How can Ontologies be Designed?

How formal must a design be?

Should an item have more than one supertype?

Do we need semantic relations?

What is better- Top Down or Bottom Up?

Can we incorporate several different taxonomies?
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Common Design Rules

Design should support searching and navigation

Redundancies- as little as possible

Modelling must keep strictly to facts

Modelling must remain understandable

4f errors: problems emanate from freezing a system, forgetting a
property, faulting, and flattening realities –all of them must be avoided
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Concepts, Instances, Subtypes and Super Types

Concept / instance: not always clearly distinguishable

All I can touch is an instance (it‘s a rough rule of thumb)

The subtype of super type relation is always a strong relation in that a 
subtype represents a subset of the super type, but is not a part of the 
super type (meaningful for inheritance of attributes)
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Meta Layers

Ontology design deals with meaningful grouping of concepts

Concepts of meta layers should be on a similar level of 
abstraction

Much is depending on a clever clustering of concepts/ 
instances: attributes and relations should comprise as many 
concepts as meaningful (i.e. they should reside in the net‘s 
tree as high as possible and as low as necessary)

Attributes can be modelled as relations (see previous slide of 
ontology design draft)
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Former GRS  Project: Development of a “Containment-Ontology”

2-days Workshop with four field and three KM experts –resulting in a 
first draft

Refined in several steps by other experts

Recorded by use of the tool ”Semantic Miner” by Ontoprise GmbH
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Containment Ontology –Search Window
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Containment Ontology –Results of Searching
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Containment Ontology -Visualisation



Example of Network View of an Ontology
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Example of Concepts: Organisations

In order to dispose of a root, the artificial 
concept of actor has been added at the top

k-infinity tool of intelligent views gmbh
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Example of Relations

k-infinity tool of intelligent views gmbh
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Example of Displaying an Interactive Network

k-infinity tool of intelligent views gmbh



Process Oriented KM: Workflow modelled by use of SADT 
Features

SADT:  the Structured Analysis and Design Technique, which is a 
trademarked and copyrighted by Softech Inc in 1976. A SADT model is 
a collection of diagrams organized in a tree structure. (Wikipedia)

The "box and arrow" graphics diagramming shows a function as a box 
and the interfaces to or from other function as arrows entering or leaving 
the box. To express functions, boxes operate simultaneously with other 
boxes, with the interface arrows "constraining" when and how 
operations are triggered and controlled. 

Diagrams may be connected by hierarchies / networks





SADT Example Diagram



Knowledge Process Modelling with Cmap and SADT



Example of a Process Description: Inspection and Approval of
Standard Documents



Workflow ‘Approval of Standard Documents‘ (1)
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Workflow ‘Approval of Standard Documents‘ (2)

The workflow has been built by use of
– MS Sharepoint integrated basic workflows (such as ‘Approval‘)

– User designed workflow on base of elements provided by MS Sharepoint 
Designer
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Full Text Searching

Lessons learned from the web: searching with Google, Yahoo, Altavista-
expecting the same features and performance for portal searching

Bad surprise- portal searching is different
– Poor ranking mechanisms, among others because of small statistical base

– Any www search engine opens up less than 20 % of web content; this is 
hardly perceived because users don‘t overlook the search domain

– in a portal, a search domain is often well known to the user- a bad surprise is 
to not find something of which you know that it is in 

Being aware of different search mechanisms- e.g. word breaking, 
stemming:

– Searching for “management tool“ is different from searching for management 
tool,  or management‘s tool
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Formal / informal Knowledge Management

Formal concepts, frame works and modelling to promote machine / 
network reasoning

– Procedural approaches

Informal / partly formal KM for humans, with machine / network support
– Value added by statistical means: context identification, keywords extraction
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The Bulk: Information Management

Also a lesson learned from the web: vast amounts of unstructured
information, now accessible by full text search

Accessibility must be possible for all information of an organisation or 
community
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Bulk Data

Print, film, magnetic, and optical storage media produced about 5 
exabytes of new information in 2002.

Ninety-two percent of the new information was stored on magnetic 
media, mostly in hard disks.

1 Exabyte = 100.000 Terabyte = 100.000.000.000 Megabyte

(From study „How Much Information”, 2003 Lyman, Peter und Hai R. Varian, UC 
Berkeley's School of Information Management and Systems)
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Bulk Data

Storage Medium Paper (in Tera Bytes = 1 Mio. Megabyte)

Type of Content Upper Lower
Estimate Estimate

Books 39 8
Newspapers 138.4 27.7
Office Documents 1,397.5 279.5

Mass market periodicals 52 10
Journals 6 1.3
Newsletters 0.9 0.2
Subtotal 1,633.8 326.7

(From study „How Much Information”, 2003 Lyman, Peter und Hai R. Varian, UC 
Berkeley's School of Information Management and Systems)
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Document Management Systems

Embedding into the organisation

Structure management 

Management of documents
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Preparation of Metadata Management
and Document Insertion
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A Document Classification Scheme



Improving Organizational Performance with a KM 
System- what has been implemented at GRS

An intranet portal system with document management , containing
– Yellow pages, announcements, data collections, support informations, , 

suggestion box, newsticker for workscope news, message boards for depts.

– Knowledge representations of skill areas

– Complete documentation sets for all running projects

Various calloboration platforms for internal / external and mixed use
– Presently 15 portals
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Improving Organizational Performance with a KM 
System- what has been implemented at GRS

An intranet portal system with document management , containing
– Yellow pages, announcements, data collections, support informations, , 

suggestion box, newsticker for workscope news, message boards for depts.

– Knowledge representations of skill areas

Complete documentation sets for all running projects

Various collaboration platforms for internal / external and mixed use
– Presently 15 portals
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Thank you for your Attention




